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Abstract: In this paper, we study the communication performance of applying unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) combined with intelligent reflective surfaces (IRS) in a high speed railway (HSR)
scenario. This study investigates the design and performance of (multiple-input-multiple-output)
MIMO systems with UAV and IRS assistance technology in high-mobility scenarios. Direct links
between base stations (BS) and trains are often obstructed in suburban environments, especially in
mountainous areas. We mount the IRS on the UAVs so that it can assist in the communication between
the trains and the BS. With the help of the UAV-IRS, straight-line links can be established effectively,
which greatly improves communication for train passengers. This paper considers the employment
of large-scale antenna arrays at both the BS and train ends. Train passengers communicate with UAVs
via antennas assembled on the roof of the train as gateways, which in turn communicate with the
BS. We consider two types of antenna layouts on the train: all antennas are located in the center of
the train named Co-located antennas (CA) layout and uniformly distributed along the train called
distributed antennas (DA) layout. We can obtain the analytical up-link capacity by averaging over all
locations in a cell for the above two layouts by considering the radio frequency consumption. Overall,
the CA layout is found to be a better option for trains when attempting to maximize cell mean value
of capacity, and DA layout achieves a more uniformly distribution of capacity over the entire cell.
Ultimately, the best solution will depend on the specific requirements and constraints of the selected
deployment scenario.

Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicles; intelligent reflective surface; high speed railway; massive
MIMO; UAV-mounted IRS; capacity optimization

1. Introduction

Due to their rapid development, high-speed railways (HSRs) are now known for
their speed, comfort, safety, and reliability, as well as their ability to carry heavy loads
while consuming minimal energy [1]. According to the International Union of Railways,
the expansion of the global HSR network is expected to exceed 80,000 km by 2030–2035.
This presents a significant challenge in meeting the demanding standards for quality
service [2]. In the wireless communication system design, coverage area plays a crucial role
in determining the deployment of the communication infrastructure.
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We are increasingly inseparable from HSR systems in our daily lives. This has resulted
in the growing demand for broadband mobile communication services on trains. The
low latency and high bandwidth requirements for network services in high mobility
environments and complex suburban conditions may not be met by traditional wireless
communication infrastructure.

Design and performance of multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems can be
enhanced by utilizing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and intelligent reflective surfaces
(IRS). UAVs have the potential to improve HSRs’ performance and support high-speed data
transmission. Furthermore, integrating IRS with UAVs on a single platform can enhance
spectrum efficiency and individual energy efficiency, extend network coverage, and provide
flexible deployment options.

In recent years, the problems posed by broadband wireless communications in HSR
systems have forced many new transmission technologies and architectures to be
proposed [3–5]. In order to ensure high-speed data transmission for passengers, wire-

less communication technology plays an important role in high-speed railway systems [6].
On the one hand, the high loss of penetration caused by the rail car chassis has caused
numerous problems for communication in high-speed rail systems [7]. We have come
up with a solution for this problem; namely, to use antennas mounted on top of railway
vehicles in a two-step hierarchical configuration. All users contact the base station (BS)
using an external antenna as a relay gateway. On the other hand, communication blackouts
can occur within the system in complex HSR travel scenarios, such as mountainous areas,
tunnels, U-grooves, etc. [8]. In these areas where communication needs are pressing, UAVs
can be rapidly deployed as air BSs to establish temporary data links with relay gateways.

An IRS consists of a set of intelligent reflective elements. Each of its original ele-
ments can independently perform the task of improving the quality of the initial received
signal [9]. Because it can intelligently change the propagation channel of wireless signals, it
is considered a potential communication technology [10]. Furthermore, combining IRS with
UAVs and changing the signal transmission path through the IRS installed on the UAVs can
create a stronger LoS path between the train and the BS, thus improving communications
performance, which is the issue studied in this article.

1.1. Prior Work

Over the past few years, there has been increasing interest in developing massive
MIMO UAV systems in cellular wireless networks aimed at improving the connectivity
and coverage of HSR. A two-link configuration with a relay on the train makes the per-
formance more efficient, and more antennas are expected to further improve the system
performance [11]. HSR communication uses MIMO systems. HSR communication system
performance can be improved by multiplexing gain or diversity gain. Massive MIMO
technology is particularly well-suited for HSR communications involving UAVs, base
stations, and trains of large size. The authors in [12] explored the vehicle-to-ground mil-
limeter wave (mmWave) communication system and proposed a UAV and relay scheme,
which effectively overcomes link-blocking and improves channel quality. In addition,
applying UAVs to emergency communications is a innovative technology. The majority of
these studies are centered on inter-UAV communication or the relay performance of UAVs.
An application-based communication strategy for providing signaling services with the
help of UAVs in case of emergency communication disruption in HSR is proposed to meet
the communication needs in emergency communication scenarios [13].

In the event of maintenance obstructing the LoS connection between the BS and train
relay, the quality of service (QoS) deteriorates noticeably. To ensure broadband access
support for passengers, the use of IRS in train communication systems holds great potential
that enables high-spectrum, highly reliable signals. The IRS can expand its coverage area
using methods that are inexpensive, simple, and consume minimal energy. To enhance
the system’s robustness [14,15], dynamic phase adjustment is applied to each reflection
unit on the intelligent reflecting surface (IRS), and an IRS-assisted mmWave downlink
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MIMO communication system in high-speed railway (HSR) scenarios is considered. Recent
research has shown that in IRS-assisted HSR systems, a limited number of antennas on
a base station can be utilized to achieve the desired QoS, while the IRS can be properly
deployed by creating additional virtual LoS paths to combat blocking [16]. Li et al. inves-
tigated a dual IRS for MIMO systems for HSR communication to obtain reliable channel
state information and improve the performance gain of the system [8].

Furthermore, for suburban environments, mounting IRS on UAVs becomes a promis-
ing solution [17–19], and a UAV–IRS network architecture with IRS mounted on UAVs is
proposed. Compared with fixed-mounted IRS, the UAV–IRS is capable of providing robust
line-of-sight links to ground nodes by adjusting its altitude. The combination of IRS and
UAV can facilitate the development of UAV networks [20,21]; for example, [20] designed a
hovering UAV-based multi-IRS model by considering both the IRS and UAV characteristics.
Li et al. proposed using a UAV–IRS relay to enable performance between the BS and suburb
access points by considering the weight of the IRS; to reduce the overall weight of the
IRS, it is advisable to minimize the number of reflective elements employed [21]. In [22],
the authors investigated the optimization problem of UAV altitude and element quantity
in conjunction with a UAV–IRS system. This paper also delves into the application of
UAV–IRS technology in HSR communications, aiming to enhance capacity performance
between base stations and train passengers within suburban blind spots.

The linear topology of the HSR system enables the use of a combination of MIMO and
DAS (distributed antenna system) technologies. This is achieved by using optical fibers to
connect remote antenna units to the central unit in a linearly distributed manner. This can
also be applied on trains [23]. Furthermore, the intricate wireless propagation environment
in HSR scenarios, including viaducts, tunnels, and plains, means that the UAV–IRS creates a
strong LoS path and limited multi-path scatter, which is known as Rician fading [24]. MIMO
and DAS technologies can help overcome the challenges of Rician fading by using multiple
antennas to improve signal quality and distributing antennas to cover a wider area. These
technologies can improve the performance of HSR communication systems, increasing
data rates and reliability of wireless links, especially in challenging environments, and will
become increasingly important as demand for high-speed and reliable communication in
HSR continues to grow.

1.2. Motivation and Contributions

As mentioned above, in this paper, we propose an IRS-assisted UAV–HSR network,
where the IRS is mounted on the UAV and utilized to extend the communication range in
case of HSR signal blockage, without building a new infrastructure. We consider the optimal
design solution for the IRS-assisted UAV–HSR communication system with massive MIMO
as well as a system with massive antennas at both the transceiver and the transmitter.

The objective of this paper is to design an optimal high-speed railway communica-
tion system and evaluate the capacity of the UAV–train communication link, based on
the aforementioned issues. To achieve this, we consider a dual-link high-speed railway
communication system in which both BS and train relays have a large number of antennas
to achieve high data rates in high-speed railway systems. Our contributions are four-fold.

(1) This is the first study of how to use UAV–IRS systems to enhance scenes along
high-speed railways. The system establishes LoS links through UAV–IRS to bypass
environmental obstacles such as hills and trees to fill in the communication blind spots.

(2) The UAV–IRS HSR system, with either a DA or a CA layout, is calculated by taking
into account various factors such as radio frequency power loss, small-scale fading,
large-scale fading, and antenna geometry. This calculation involves averaging the
up-link capacity over all locations within the whole cell.

(3) Our analysis shows that the mean value of the up-link capacity for the co-located
layout exhibits a concave relationship with respect to the number of transmitting
antennas. Hence, we can obtain an optimal quantity of antennas. It maximizes the
mean value of the up-link capacity. This is obtained by finding the extreme value
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of this function. For the distributed antenna on the train, upper- and lower-bound
functions were established for the mean value of up-link capacity, which enables the
determination of the optimal or sub-optimal number of antennas.

(4) According to numerical and simulation results, the capacity of cells in a cellular
network is higher on average in a CA layout. However, in a DA layout, the capacity
is more evenly distributed across different cell locations.

1.3. Organization

The subsequent sections of this document are structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the system architecture based on UAV–IRS in detail; Section 3 gives the up-link ergodic
capacity of massive MIMO systems with a channel based on UAV–IRS; the optimum
designs for systems with DA or CA layouts are identified in Section 4; and Section 5 gives
the theoretical and simulation results, while Section 6 provides concluding remarks for this
paper. The notation used in this article is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Notation.

Notation Description

In The identity matrix of dimension is n
Er,t The all-ones matrix with dimensions r× t
H(·) The conjugate transpose operation
CN The complex Gaussian and Gaussian distributions
σ2 The variance of the Gaussian
E(·) The expectation operator
hr The value assumed for the height of the train relay
hu The position referred to is in the center of the cell
Lt The total length of the train
dm The distance from the base station to the m-th antenna
um The m-th MG antenna’s position on the train
G The channel 1 BS→ UAV-IRS from BS to UAV–IRS
H The channel 2 UAV-IRS→MG from UAV-IRS to MG
n The added additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
fc The carrier frequency
d The distance between UAV–MG
Λ(x) As a diagonal matrix, where the n-th element represents ρn(x)
α The time correlation factor
Wn Complex Gaussian noise matrix
P The total transmission power at the disposal of the transmitter
β Simulation of hardware power consumption of transmitting antennas
UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
IRS Intelligent reflective surfaces
BS Base station
CA Co-located antennas
DA Distributed antennas
HSR High-speed railways
MIMO Multiple-input-multiple-output

The notation used in this paper follows a specific convention, where lowercase boldface
notation denotes vectors and uppercase boldface denotes matrices. The identity matrix of
dimension is n represented as In; the all-ones matrix with dimensions r× t is denoted by
Er,t; and the conjugate transpose operation is indicated by H(·). The complex Gaussian
and Gaussian distributions are denoted as CN. The mean variance is σ2. The expectation
operator is E(·).

2. System Model

Consider an unmanned aircraft-assisted railway communication system. This system
uses a two-tier network architecture as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The use of IRSs has assisted in implementing massive MIMO technology in the complex
and high-speed environment of railway scenarios.

We set the UAV as a base station (BS). The position referred to is in the center of the cell
with height hu, which is intended to provide the ability to serve all users on the train. The
train is furnished with a mobile gateway (MG), and this mobile gateway is furnished with
some antennas [11,25] for communication. The value we assume for the height of the train
relay is hr meters. The value Lt represents the total length of the train under consideration.
The train starts moving from the cell along the velocity direction. User equipment (UE)
on the train that wants to connect to the BS has to use the mobile gateway, and the MG
provides network coverage for the train passengers. Additionally, both the MG and the
UE are not moving much relative to one another. Therefore, the optimal design of the
UAV–MG link that limits the performance of the entire system is the focus of our attention.
The train may operate on a distinct frequency band from that of the UAV–MG link, as long
as the MG–UE link only provides coverage. To avoid interference between two levels of
communication, we improve the capability of the UAV-MG. We use N � M UAV–IRS in
the system.

In this paper, considering the complex train operating environment, we make the
assumption that there exist obstacles along the direct path from BS to MG, thereby ob-
structing said path. In order to guarantee that the signal between the BS and the MG has
a pathway, we look at the typical HSR communication system with the help of the IRS
shown in Figure 2. The UAV–IRS consists of some reflective elements mounted on the
UAV. The equivalent channel of the communication links, BS→ UAV–IRS→MG, channel
1 BS→ UAV–IRS from BS to UAV–IRS, and then the other channel 2 UAV-IRS→MG from
UAV–IRS to MG, are expressed as H, G. Assuming that the communication of channel 1 has
the perfect link, we focus on the capacity of the data transmitted by channel 2. Furthermore,
it is assumed that the UAV-IRS can reflect the channel perfectly, which makes it look like an
LoS channel between the MG and the base station.

UAV-IRS

BS MG

G H

L N

M

Figure 2. System model with UAV–IRS high-speed railway.

Assuming the base station’s (BS) horizontal coordinate is 0, the train’s tail-end hori-
zontal coordinate is x. When the train enters the cell, the tail coordinates of the train are 0.
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We can then obtain the equation x = vt, where v represents the speed of the train. Using
this equation, the distance from the base station to the m-th antenna can be calculated as:

dm(x) =
√
(hu − hr)

2 + u2
m(x). (1)

In the previous equation, the m-th MG antenna’s position on the train can be described
by its horizontal coordinate um(x) and, if the MG antennas are evenly spaced out along the
length of the train, then um(x) = x + (m−1)L

M−1 , for m = 1, . . . , M.
The up-link signal from the mobile device to the base station (MG–BS system) is

considered. The result of this processing is that the equivalent discrete-time signal received
by the base station is:

y = Gx + n. (2)

The equation describes a communication system with a MIMO channel, where the
output vector y = [y1, . . . , yN ]

T ∈ CN×1. The input vector is x = [x1, . . . , xM ]T ∈ SM×1.
The added additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is n = [n1, . . . , nN ]

T . In this equation,
the vector has a mean of zero and a covariance matrix σ2

0 IN , and G ∈ CN×M is the channel
coefficient matrix. It is set through the distance vector d(x) = [d1(x), . . . , dM (x)]T . The
input vector satisfies the power constraint for input E(sHs) + Mβ ≤ P0. In the previous
equation, P0, β represent the total transmit power available to the transmitter and the
additional power loss used to simulate the transmit antenna, respectively. There are many
factors that constitute additional power loss. The most prevalent issue in radio frequency
(RF) circuits is power loss resulting from power consumption and amplifier inefficiency [26].

G is a channel coefficient matrix that takes into account the fading effects of small and
large scales. (m, n)-th is an element of G and can be expressed as

gmn(x) =
√

ρm(x)× hmn. (3)

The signal strength of the m-th relay station on a train, called the large-scale fading
factor ρm, depends on its location. The small-scale attenuation coefficient hmn, which
represents the signal loss between the n-th transmitting antenna and the m-th, is assumed
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d).

We propose several models for the current air-to-ground channels. The radio signal
suffers from free space propagation losses. Not only that, it also suffers losses due to
shadows and scattering from the urban environment. Here we deal with some problems,
including mean path loss and the random shading problem. The equation comprises two
components: one denotes the path loss of an LoS link, while the other signifies the path
loss of an NLoS link [27]:

PLLoS =

(
c

4π fcd(x)

)2
ηL, (4)

PLNLoS =

(
c

4π fcd(x)

)2
ηNL. (5)

We can derive from (1) that the carrier frequency and velocity of light are indicated
by fc and c, and d(x) is the distance between UAV–MG. In addition to this, the mean
additional losses for LoS and NLoS are ηL and ηNL, (10, 0.5), as given in [28].

We must have knowledge of the terrain to determine whether it is an LoS link or an
NLoS link. In summary, we look at the probability of the average path loss. The average
value is established from the LoS and NLoS conditions and is expressed as:

CPL = PLLoSPrLoS + PLNLoSPrNLoS, (6)
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where PrLoS and PrNLoS represent the probabilities of establishing LoS and NLoS connec-
tions between the MG and UAV–IRS. The probability of LoS can be given by [28]:

PrLoS =
1

1 + α1 exp[−α2(η − α1)]
, (7)

where parameter α1 and α2 are given in [28] and η = arctan(hu/dm) is the angle between
UAV–IRS and MG. The shading is assumed to follow the log-normal distribution, i.e.,
log(Sn) ∼ N (0, σ2

n).
We decompose the channel coefficient matrix, i.e., G, as:

G = HΛ(x)1/2. (8)

The given paragraph describes a small-scale fading matrix denoted by H ∈ CN×M,
where hmn is an element in (m, n)-th. Λ(x) = diag{ρ1(x), . . . , ρM (x)} ∈ CM×M is also
referred to as a diagonal matrix, where the n-th element represents ρn(x) = SnCPL.

Let γ = E[hn−1, hn] denote the time correlation factor [29]. It is determined by the
Bessel function, shown as:

γ = J0(2π fcτv/c), (9)

where J0(·) denotes a function that is a zero-third order Bessel function of the first class.
The carrier frequency is fc. The length of time between two sampled instances is τ; v is the
speed of the train; and c denotes the speed of light.

In a UAV-aided HSR system, the spectral efficiency performance of the conversion
receiver is degraded. The reason is that it is in a highly mobile environment. A particularly
important part of the communication bandwidth is the Doppler shift, especially in UAV-
aided HSR systems. Thus, the channel can be modeled with the effective time correlation,
and the fading coefficient matrix H can be expressed as:

Hn = αHn−1 +
√

1− α2Wn, (10)

where Hn−1 is the (n− 1)th channel matrix, and Wn is a complex Gaussian noise matrix
that is independent at Hn−1.

The input vector satisfies E(sHs) + Mβ ≤ P. The total transmission power at the
disposal of the transmitter is P. β is then used to model the hardware power consumption
of a transmitting antenna. There are many factors that can affect the value of β; for
example, the power consumption of the RF circuit and the power dissipation caused by
amplifier inefficiency.

The ergodic capacity of the MIMO system in the up-link channel is referred to [30]:

C(x) = E
[

log2 det

(
IN +

P0 − βM
Mσ2

0
GGH

)]
(11)

=E
[

log2 det

(
IM +

P0 − βM
Mσ2

0
Λ(x)1/2HHHΛ(x)1/2

)]
,

where the expectation is not only fading on a small scale but also shading on a large scale.
The variance of AWGN is σ2

0 . A second equation can be derived from the determinant
identity det(I + A1A2) = det(I + A2A1).

3. Statistical Modeling of Up-Link Capacity in a Fading Channel

In the following, by analyzing the CA and DA designs on a train, we determine
optimal M values to increase the mean value of cell capacity.

To make things easier to understand and evaluate, as a first step we have to precisely
estimate the mean up-link capacity. In a massive multiple-input-multiple-output system
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N � M, the small scale fading can be modeled with Ricean fading. The coefficient matrix
can be expressed as

H = alHLoS + anHNLoS, (12)

where al = PrLos and an = 1− al. The matrix HLoS and HNLoS are contributed by LoS and
NLoS components, respectively. Thus, they are all-one matrix and i.i.d Gaussian distributed
with zero mean and unit variance.

Based on the analysis in Ref. [31], when N is large, the product matrix can be approxi-
mated by

HHH ≈ NalEM,M + NanIM, (13)

and the determinant of HHH can be given by

det
(

HHH
)
= N

(
Ma2

l + a2
n

)(
a2

n

)M
. (14)

With the above results, the up-link capacity in (11) can be represented as

C(x) ≈ ESn

[
log2 det

(
IM +

P0 − βM
Mσ2

0
N
(

Ma2
l + a2

n

)(
a2

n

)M
Λ(x)

)]
, (15)

the lognormal random variable (RV) is Sn, where the expectation is performed. We know
that E[HH

NLoSHNLoS] = NIM , E[HH
LoSHNLoS + HH

NLoSHLoS] = 0 and Jesen’s inequality is
E[log2 det f (H)] ≤ log2 detE[ f (H)], so the upper bound of C(x) is the right-hand part
of (15).

In the condition of high signal-to-noise ratio, we can further simplify (15) to:

C(x) ≈ Mlog2

(
P0 − βM

σ0M

)
+ (M− 1) log2

(
a2

nN
)

(16)

+ log2

(
a2

l NM + a2
nN
)
− α

M

∑
n=1

log2(dn(x)).

We know that Sn satisfies log(Sn) ∼ N
(
0, σ2

n
)
, which means that Sn satisfies a log-

normal distribution. The reason that large-scale shading has no effect on the traversal
ability is that we have ESn [log2(Sn)] = 0.

Subsequently, we can calculate the mean value of capacity within the cell, which is
expressed as

C =
v

2D

∫ (2D−L/2)/2

−L/2/v
C(x)dx. (17)

The number of M antennas is inversely proportional to the C(x) and C capacity. By
increasing the system’s multiplexing gain, we can enhance its capacity as the number of
M increases. If we blindly increase the number of M, it will cause greater circuit power
consumption and overhead, thus losing power. Therefore, it is important to choose the
correct M value for the HSR communication system.

4. Optimization Problems

In this section, by considering the co-located antenna and distributed antenna layout,
the optimal value of M is determined. We can write the optimization problem as:

maximize The mean value of cell capacity with respect to the antenna number M
s.t. P0 ≤ Pt.

We will consider two layouts to solve this optimization problem, as shown below.
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4.1. Co-Located Antenna Layout

If all of the antennas are mounted at the train’s rear or center, in a co-located configura-

tion, we have d1(x) = . . . = dM (x) =
√

z2 + (x + L/2)2. In this situation, we can simplify
the mean value of cell capacity obtained from (16) as:

CCA =Mlog2

(
P0 − βM

σ0M

)
+ (M− 1) log2

(
a2

nN
)

(18)

+ log2

(
a2

l NM + a2
nN
)
− αM

4D

∫ D

−D
log2(z

2 + x2)dx.

Define h(a) =
∫ D+a
−D+a log2(z

2 + x2)dx. By using integration by part, we can solve this
integral and obtain:

h(a) =
1

log 2
[g(a) + g(−a)− 4D], (19)

where

g(a) = (D + a) log
[
(D + a)2 + z2

]
+ 2z arctan

(
D + a

z

)
. (20)

We combine (18) and (19) together to get:

CCA = M log2(A1/M− A2) + F1M + log2

(
a2

l MN + a2
nN
)
− log2

(
a2

nN
)

, (21)

where A1 =
P0

σ2
0

, A2 =
β

σ2
0

, and F1 = log2
(
a2

nN
)
− α

4D
h(0).

The conclusion drawn from Equation (21) is that, for co-located antennas, the value
of M must satisfy either the condition A1

M − A2 > 0 or P0 > βM, indicating that the total
power loss of the transmitting antenna system does not exceed the available power. From
this, we can obtain the range of M, i.e., 0 < M < P0

β = A1
A2

.
We relax the range of values of M to a positive real number so that we can identify

the optimal value of M that maximizes CCA through analysis. The optimal value of M
that maximizes CCA can be obtained by calculating the first-order derivative of CCA with
respect to M, if we allow the range of values for M to be any positive real number. The first
derivative of CCA with respect to M can then be expressed as:

∂CCA

∂M
= log2

(
A1

M
− A2

)
− 1

log 2
A1

A1 − A2M
+ F1 +

1
log 2

a2
l N

a2
l NM + a2

nN
. (22)

By the previous equation, we can conclude that the second-order derivative of CCA

with respect to M is:

∂2CCA

∂M2 = − 1
log 2

·
[

A2
1

(A1 − A2M)2M
+

a4
l N2(

a2
l NM + a2

nN
)2

]
, (23)

With
∂2C
∂M2 < 0 from (23), we have that CCA is concave if the domain of definition is M.

By determining the concavity of the CCA as regards M, we can find the maximum
value of CCA and obtain the value of M that maximizes the C:

∂C
∂M

∣∣∣∣
M=M̃

= 0, (24)

with (22), and denoting M̃ as the solution. We can obtain M̃ by relaxing M as a real number.
Because CCA is concave in M, CCA has a non-negative slope at M = (bM̃c). When ε ≥ 0,

CCA(bM̃c) ≥ CCA(bM̃c − ε). We can similarly deduce that CCA(dM̃e) ≥ CCA(dM̃e + ε)
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because of the positive slope of CCA at M = dM̃e. From the above analysis, we know that
bM̃c or dM̃e will be the best integer value of M. Therefore, we can obtain the optimal value
of M, denoted as:

M̂ = arg max M ∈
{
bM̃c, dM̃e

}
CCA(M). (25)

Although the approximate solution M̃ is obtained through a relaxation technique
using real numbers, we can still calculate the exact integer optimal value M̂ by applying
Equation (25).

4.2. Distributed Antenna Layout

Assuming a uniform distribution of antennas along the train, the distance between the

BS and the k-th MG antenna can be expressed as follows: dk(x) =
√

z2 + (x + vk)
2, where

vk = (k−1)L
M−1 . From (16), calculating the mean value of cell capacity requires the integral

solution. The distance between the base station and the k-th mobile gateway antenna is

dk(x) =
√

z2 + (x + vk)
2, which assumes that the antennas are evenly distributed on the

train. The equation has vk = (k−1)L
M−1 . From (16), if we want to derive the mean value of

capacity of the cell, we have to solve the integral:

Sk =
∫ D−L/2

−D−L/2
log2

[
z2 + (x + vk)

2
]
dx, (26)

in which letting x′ = x + vk, (19) will solve the integration problem in (26). We obtain
Sk = h(vk − L

2 ), which is the result after integration.
Subsequently, we can write the mean cell capacity of the distributed antenna in (16):

CDA =M log2

(
A1

M
− A2

)
+ (M− 1) log2

(
a2

nN
)

(27)

+ log2

(
a2

l MN + a2
nN
)
− α

4D

M

∑
k=1

h(vk −
L
2
).

From (21) and (27), there are capacity differences between the CA and DA layouts, and
their differences are Mh(0) and ∑M

k=1 h(vk − L
2 ). There is a difference in the direct capacity

of CA and DA layouts. From (21) and (27), the difference lies in Mh(0) and ∑M
k=1 h(vk − L

2 ).
We write the following theorem on the function h(a) for comparing the performance

of the systems with CA and DA layouts.

Lemma 1. h(a) is a function defined in (20), and when a ∈ (−D, D), h(a) is a convex function
that is even.

Proof. That h(a) is an even function is easy to see from (19), and the first-order derivative
of h(a) is:

h′(a) = log
[
(D + a)2 + z2

]
− log

[
(D− a)2 + z2

]
, (28)

and the second derivative of h(a) is:

h′′(a) =
2(D + a)

(D + a)2 + z2 +
2(D− a)

(D− a)2 + z2 . (29)

We can conclude that h′′(a) ≥ 0 when a ∈ (−D, D).

Now we introduce the differences between CCA and CDA in various aspects.

Proposition 1. We defined the layouts of CA and DA in (21) and (27), respectively, and it was
concluded that the mean value of cell capacity of the CA layout surpasses that of the DA layout, i.e.,
CCA ≥ CDA .
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Proof. From Lemma 1, we know that since the function h(a) is convex in the range of
|a| < D and 1

M ∑M
k=1(vk − L

2 ) = 0 , we can prove that h(a) satisfies the criterion of convexity.
Since h(a) is convex, we can obtain:

h(0) ≤ 1
M

M

∑
k=1

h(vk −
L
2
). (30)

Combining (21), (27), and (30) completes the proof.

Equation (27) gives the mean value of cell capacity CDA , which is not a convex function.
We determine the lower bound on CDA that can help solve the optimization problem, as
described below.

Corollary 1. Equation (27) provides a lower bound for the mean value of cell capacity of the DA
layout, CDAL ≤ CDA , where:

CDA =M log2

(
A1

M
− A2

)
+ (M− 1) log2

(
a2

nN
)

(31)

+ log2

(
a2

l MN + a2
nN
)
− α

4D
h
(

L
2

)
.

Proof. Since h(a) is even and h(a) is convex, we can infer that the upper limit of the value
h(a) for a ∈ [− L

2 , L
2 ] is h( L

2 ) = h(− L
2 ), and then we can deduce that h

(
vk − L

2

)
≤ h

(
L
2

)
for

k = 0, . . . , M− 1. Equation (31) is obtained by combining the above result with (27).

Similar to (23), in the case where M is a real relaxation, it can be demonstrated that
CDAL is a concave function of M, with a first-order derivative with respect to M that is:

∂CDAL

∂M
= log2

(
A1

M
− A2

)
− 1

log 2
A1

A1 − A2M
+ F2 +

1
log 2

a2
l N

a2
l NM + a2

nN
, (32)

where F2 = log2
(
a2

nN
)
− α

4D
h(

L
2
).

Proposition 1 specifies the upper bound of CDAL, and Corollary 1 specifies the lower
bound of CDAL . When L→ 0, the upper and lower bounds will merge with each other. We
compare the difference between the upper and lower bounds and derive:

∆C = CCA − CDAL =
α

4D
M
[

h
(

L
2

)
− h(0)

]
. (33)

In the actual situation of the system, when R� L, the value of ∆C is small. Therefore,
in the practical case, the configuration of the system is tightly defined by these two bounds.

Algorithm 1 proposes a sub-optimal method for finding the value of M that maximizes
CDA in Equation (27), using two bounds.

Algorithm 1 Bounds search algorithm.

1: Input: P0, β, σ2
0 , N, α, L, and D.

2: STEP 1: Solve for M̃ by setting
∂CCA
∂M

∣∣∣∣
M=M̃

= 0 with the assistance of calculation.

3: STEP 2: Solve for M̃ by setting
∂CDAL

∂M

∣∣∣∣
M=M̃

= 0 with the assistance of calculation and

the help of (32).
4: STEP 3: Find ˆ̂M = arg max M ∈ UCDA , where U = {bmin{M̃, M̌}c, . . . ,
dmax{M̃, M̌}e}.

5: Output ˆ̂M.
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The bounds search algorithm conducts a search within a finite range of M, and the
upper and lower limits of CDA can be derived from this range. Due to the typically small
size of this range, the candidates of the search are also limited, resulting in low complexity.

5. Numerical and Simulation Results

In this section, we present numerical results that led to the development of antenna
selection algorithms for both the co-located layout and the distributed layout. Furthermore,
we have validated these findings through analytical verification. Table 2 shows the parame-
ters to be used. In an outdoor scenario, 2GHz carrier frequency can expanded coverage in
this scene.

Table 2. Parameters set.

AWGN power spectral density N0 −144 dbm/Hz

The cell radius D 1000 m

The UAV altitude hu 100 m, 200 m, 300 m

The train length L 200 m, 400 m

The bandwidth B 20 MHz

The total transmit power P0 20 W

The RF power loss β 0.4 W, 0.5 W, 0.6 W

The BS antennas’ number N 100

The carrier frequency fc 2 GHz

Figure 3 demonstrates the correlation between the mean value of cell capacity and num-
ber of transmitting antennas for systems employing CA and DA layouts with hu = 200 m.
We did not use any of the following approximations in our simulations: the high SNR
approximation (16) or the asymptotic orthogonal approximation (13). The UAV at higher
attitude means a stronger direct path, but the lower the diversity gain. Thus the capacity is
lower with the bigger hu. However, with these two approximations, we obtained analytical
results from (21), (27), and (31). For each system configuration, the simulation outcomes
and the analytical results agree very well, particularly when M is small. As the value of
M increases, the signal-to-noise ratio of each antenna decreases. This statement implies
that the theoretical results reflect the lower bound of simulation results due to the high
SNR approximation. It is very important that we conclude from the data outcomes that
the mean value of cell capacity of all systems is concave. As conjectured in Proposition 1,
the value of CDA is slightly lower than that of CCA , and the lower bound of CDA is used as a
comparison with that of CDAL , which is quite tight. The most desirable value for both DA
and CA systems is 30, which is obtained via Algorithm 1; however, the best value for the
DA system via exhaustive search is 29 with hu. The existing solution is usually to install a
single antenna on the train. As shown in Figure 3, the optimal number of antennas scheme
provides a much higher capacity than the single antenna scheme.

In Figure 4, β indicates the attenuation of RF chain power. The mean value of cell
capacity at different β is illustrated in the figure. ‘X’ marks the optimal operating point. For
the DA system, the exhaustive search and Algorithm 1 are the sources of the optimal value
of M. If the power attenuation in the RF chain is greater, both the most advantageous value
M and the mean value cell capacity become smaller. When the most advantageous values
of M = 36, M = 30, and M = 25 for co-located antenna and distributed antenna layouts,
with β = 0.4 W, β = 0.5 W, and β = 0.6 W.
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Figure 3. The mean value of capacity by different configuration.
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Figure 4. The mean value of up-link capacity by different RF power loss β.

In Figure 5, the ergodicity performance at a specific cellular location is depicted as
a function of the train’s coordinate. We evaluated all system configurations using (16) to
obtain the analysis results. CAs have different ergodic capacities in different environments.
One is strong when in the center of the cell, and the other one is strong when it is far away
from BS. The DA has a property that is important for providing stable quality of service
throughout the cell. CA and DA layouts show smaller ergodic capacity fluctuations at
unique cell locations. Increasing the length of a train reduces its top ergodic capacity but
also produces less fluctuation in ergodic capacity.
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In Figure 6, the effect of the UAV altitude on the channel capacity is depicted for
the same antenna layout and number of antennas. We have taken hu = 100, 200, and 300,
respectively, at this point where β = 0.5 and L = 200. As hu becomes larger, the path loss
decreases because the sum of the squares of distance dx and height hu becomes larger,
resulting in both the direct and reflected paths becoming easier. As a result, the value of
probability of LoS increases because direct paths are more likely to exist. As a result, the
path loss dB decreases because more signals can reach the receiver directly. As a result,
the cell radius increases because the signal strength can still exceed the signal threshold at
greater distances. Additionally, it is easy to see that the average ergodic up-link capacity is
smaller when hu is larger.
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Figure 6. The mean value of capacity by different UAV heights hu.
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Table 3 shows the optimal antenna number comparison for CA and DA layouts for
different K factors, with β = 0.5. Furthermore, it provides the benefits of the two layouts.

Table 3. Comparison of CA and DA layouts.

CA Layout DA Layout

Optimal Antenna for K = 0 31 31

Optimal Antenna for K = 3 28 29

Optimal Antenna for K = 5 27 28

Benefits Higher average capacity Higher capacity for cell edge

6. Conclusions

This system can be of great use in remote forests and in natural disaster environments.
Combining smart reflectors with UAVs on a single platform can enhance spectrum and
individual energy efficiency, expand network coverage, and provide flexible deployment
options. The study investigated the design and performance of multiple-input-multiple-
output systems using UAV-integrated reflective surfaces in high mobility scenarios for
high-speed railway communication. In suburban environments, direct links between base
stations and trains are often obstructed, particularly in mountainous areas. We conducted
an experiment to address this issue. The evaluation and plan of massive MIMO for HSR
communication is used in this work. The disadvantages of this system are: (1) The flight
height and speed of the UAV are limited, which may affect the communication quality;
(2) The flight time of the UAV is limited, and the battery needs to be replaced frequently;
(3) The high cost of the UAV requires a large amount of investment. To calculate the mean
value of the up-link cell capacity, we take into account not only the effects of large-scale
fading and small-scale fading, but also the impact of RF power loss and the antennas’
placement on top of the train. The optimal or sub-optimal approach was employed to
optimize each cellular and distributed antenna system in order to determine the number
of training antennas that maximize the mean value of the up-link cell capacity. Based on
both numerical and simulation results, it can be concluded that the CA layout system has a
better mean value for up-link cell capacity in comparison to the DA layout. In addition,
when the distance from the BS is certain, the DA system exhibits a greater ergodic capacity.
The DA layout has only a small variation in its ergodic ability at various locations within
the cell. Furthermore, the lower number of transmitting antennas on the trains in the CA
and DA arrangement is due to the higher UAV attitude. This is the expected result.
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